Burleigh’s Gin!
This Leicestershire gin was born in June 2014, the culmination of
Phil Burley’s ambition to establish a craft distillery that captured
the spirit of his home county. With guiding expertise from Master
Distiller Jamie Baxter, the pair set up operations at Bawdon
Lodge Farm in the village of Nanpantan. !
This picturesque location on the edge of Burleigh Wood
provided not just a fitting name for the duo’s locally rooted
brand but also a wealth of botanical inspiration. Silver birch,
dandelion, burdock, elderberry and iris all contribute their
influence to this gin with a distinctive Leicestershire accent. !
Burleigh’s London Dry Gin is available in three different
expressions: Signature, Export Strength and Distiller’s Cut. At
40% ABV, the Signature captures the essence of this brand,
showing off its 11 botanicals in a crisp, vibrant and pine-scented
smooth style that is ideally suited to a refreshing G&T. !
Showcasing the same ratio of botanicals at a more robust 47%
ABV, Burleigh’s Export Strength has an aromatic profile that
really shines in a Martini or Negroni. Finally, at the same strength
but with a more floral, sweeter balance of ingredients, the
Distiller’s Cut shows off Jamie’s skilled craftsmanship and works
beautifully in his own cocktail of choice, the Martinez.!

Burleigh’s Signature !
London Dry Gin!
Alcohol: 40% ABV!
Format: 70cl!
Tasting note: Crisp and vibrant
on the nose, showing pine, !
eucalyptus and bright citrus !
top notes. The palate displays a
dry juniper freshness backed !
by notes of pine, citrus zest !
and eucalyptus. An earthy, !
spicy and floral background !
gives way to this gin’s long,!
warming finish embellished !
with Parma violet, dry juniper
and lavender.!

Burleigh’s Export Strength !
London Dry Gin !
Alcohol: 47% ABV!
Format: 70cl bottle!
Tasting note: Bright juniper !
nose backed by sweet herbal
notes. The palate shows bold!
Juniper then sweet spice, pine,!
pepper and a dash of citrus,!
followed by a long, dry finish
with lingering lemon and !
juniper flavours.!
Burleigh’s Distiller’s Cut!
London Dry Gin !
Alcohol: 47% ABV!
Format: 70cl bottle!
Tasting note: Vibrant citrus on the
nose, followed by eucalyptus and
juniper. The palate is smooth and
sweet showing earthy juniper and
violet notes then candied citrus !
leading into a floral, aromatic !
finish with hints of white pepper.!

